Why Bulgarian?

You feel like start learning a new language, a Slavonic tongue. Russian and Polish are the obvious choices. But here's the rub! You don't know much about Bulgarian or the people who have spoken it for thirteen centuries. And you've heard that this is the oldest written Slavonic language, what's more! Ten centuries ago the Bulgarians exported a cultural revolution to the rest of the Slavs by providing them with new alphabets (Glagolitic and Cyrillic), sacred texts and original writings. By so doing, the Bulgarians preserved the epochal work of Saints Cyril and Methodius for posterity and made a monumental contribution to the development of cultural history in the world of the Orthodox Slavs.

You may also be attracted by the fact that Bulgarian is the only analytic language in the Slavonic language family. This makes it the most similar to English, French and other modern languages which have eliminated case declensions and developed a definite article. And it possesses the most developed and subtle verb, tense and mood system. A bridge between Slavonic and Western languages, Bulgarian is accessible, logical, and predictable, but also rich, inspiring and rewarding.

So come and learn Bulgarian in 2016. Whether you are starting from scratch or need an upgrade, I, Dimitar Kambourov, will be happy to be your Virgil and later on your Beatrice along the circles of Bulgarian.